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Dragonskin, Laws of Sacae, Ostian Counter, Scendscale, and Ashera's Chosen cannot be inherited off of Robin (Fell Vessel), Lyn (Lady of the Wind), Hector (Brave Warrior), Alm (Imperial Ascent), and Altina respectively. Unlike Awakening, exiting a paralogue and reentering it later does change inheritance. Armor March can only be passed down to
armored units. Damage reducing specials can only be inherited by melee characters. Guidance, Flier Guidance, Air Orders, and Ground Orders can only be passed down to fliers. Skills: Children will inherit all personal skills held by both parents. Svalinn Shield, Grani's Shield and Iote's Shield can only be inherited by armored/cavalry/flying units. Wary
Fighter, Bold Fighter, Vengeful Fighter, Special Fighter, and Odd Follow-Up can only be inherited to armored units. There are some exceptions: Seliph will never inherit the Tyrfing directly from Sigurd; he does not receive it until an event in Chapter 10. Should the child have both the mother's default and alternate class in their class set, they instead
inherit the following parallel class set based on the mother's default from the chart below:[7] Hair color: With the exception of a male Kana (who inherits the hair color of his father), children inherit the hair color of their mother; e.g.: a Jakob–Mozu couple will produce a dark-haired Dwyer. Flier Formation and Aerobatics can only be passed down to
fliers. Weapons will retain their kill bonuses. Likewise, if Chrom's wife has a son, he will always inherit Rightful King from Chrom, or if she bears Chrom another daughter, she will always inherit Aether. Close Counter and Distant Counter can only be inherited by 2-range and 1 range units respectively. Overview Inherit Skill is an Advanced Growth
option for the player to have their Heroes inherit skills from outside of the base skill set. If both parents have the same minor Holy Blood (e.g. if Ayra married Chulainn, both bearers of Minor Od Holy Blood), both children will inherit major Holy Blood. These games feature two generations of playable characters; if the characters in the parents'
generation are paired up with each other, they can have children, who will inherit various attributes from their parents when they join the player's party as playable units. For example a Hero must have Desperation 1 & 2 before they can inherit Desperation 3. Hero A will inherit the skills of Hero B. Where one parent has major Holy Blood, the child
with the same gender as the major-blooded parent will inherit the major blood, and the other will inherit minor blood. Poison Strike, Windsweep, Watersweep, Seal (attribute) skills, Element Dance skills, Link skills, and Feint skills cannot be passed down to staff users. Ruptured Sky cannot be inherited by dragon, beast, or staff units. Growth rates:
The child's growth rates will be equal to one-half of the sum of their variable parent's growth rates and their own absolute growth rates.[6] Skills: Children will inherit the last equipped skills known by each parent, regardless of whether or not the child can access the class that learns the inherited skill. Ruse skills can only be passed down to infantry
and cavalry units that are not staff users. These are known as Legendary Weapons. The exception is Chrom, who automatically marries whoever he has the highest support level with at the end of Chapter 11, if he has not already done so; if he has not gained enough support points with any of his potential brides, or they are already married, he will
instead marry an un-named village maiden. Once the four skills have been chosen, Hero B is removed from the player's roster. If the child does not have the mother's default class, they inherit it; otherwise they inherit her alternate class. Breath, Bow, and Dagger weapons are an exception, as any Breath/Bow/Dagger user can inherit them regardless
of color. Impact skills can only be passed down to infantry and flying units that are not staff users. Children become recruitable after Lucina joins the Shepherds, but there is no specific chapter before which the parents must marry. For the most part, skills are free to be transferred at the player's digression. The following table shows the mothers,
their children, and their respective substitute characters: The following attributes are affected by inheritance: Base stats: Children will inherit a small portion of their parents' stats as of the end of Chapter 5.[1] The stats of the same-gendered parent affect the child's base stats twice as much as those of the other parent.[2] Growth rates: Children will
inherit their same-gendered parent's base growth rates, plus half of the other parent's base growth rates, in addition to their own Holy Blood bonuses.[1] Holy Blood: Children will inherit all types of Holy Blood held by their parents. Each parent has one child, but siblings can exist if Azura or Corrin marries someone in the below table. If Robin marries
Aversa or Walhart, Morgan will always inherit their personal skills, Shadowgift and Conquest, respectively. Black Luna, Regnal Astra, Ice Mirror, Sacrifice, Radiant Aether, Future Vision, Fire Emblem, Gray Waves, Lunar Flash, Sirius, Njörun's Zeal, Twin Blades, and Gentle Dream cannot be inherited off of Black Knight/Zelgius, Ayra, Fjorm, Micaiah,
Ike (Vanguard Legend/Stalwart Heart), Lucina (Glorious Archer), Marth (Hero-King), Azura (Vallite Songstress), Alm (Saint-King), Sothis, Leif (Unifier of Thracia), Altina, and Peony respectively. References ↑ 1.0 1.1 Inheritance, Serenes Forest, Retrieved: 21 May, 2019 ↑ 2.0 2.1 Calculations, Serenes Forest, Retrieved: 21 May, 2019 ↑ Fire Emblem
Awakening - Character maximum stat modifiers, Serenes Forest, Retrieved: 09 July, 2013 ↑ Fire Emblem Awakening - Character growth rates (base), Serenes Forest, Retrieved: 09 July, 2013 ↑ Fire Emblem Awakening - Children characters & inheritance, Serenes Forest, Retrieved: 09 July, 2013 ↑ Fire Emblem Fates - Character growth rates,
Serenes Forest, Retrieved: 16 May, 2017 ↑ Fire Emblem Fates - Character class sets, Serenes Forest, Retrieved: 16 May, 2017 Flashing Blade can only be passed down to infantry and armored units that are not staff users. For example: Lester—an Arch Knight—can inherit Valkyrie, but he will never be able to use it. If Robin marries Chrom or his son
(if Chrom married Maribelle or Olivia), Morgan will always inherit Rightful King from him. Olivia's child(ren) can never inherit Special Dance, as the Dancer class cannot be inherited. Tome users are restricted to inheriting tomes from the same color. This time, however, the children are attached to their fathers, except for Shigure and male Kana, who
are attached to their mothers. They will also inherit any usable items that parent has in storage. Shield Pulse and Wrath can only be passed down to melee infantry and armored units. The children are mostly attached to their mothers, with the exceptions of Lucina and female Morgan, who are attached to their fathers. Sacae's Blessing, Beorc's
Blessing, Crusader's Ward, Follow-Up Ring, Recover Ring, Chilling Seal, Warp Powder, Solar Brace, S Drink, Bushido, Double Lion, Binding Shield, Lunar Brace, Freezing Seal, Yune's Whispers, Light and Dark, and Killing Intent cannot be inherited off of Brave Lyn, Brave Ike, Sigurd, Arden, Arvis, Gunnthrá, Zelgius, Ephraim (Legendary Lord), Leif,
Ryoma (Supreme Samurai), Celica (Warrior Priestess), Marth (Hero-King), Eirika (Graceful Resolve), Hríd, Micaiah (Queen of Dawn), Julia (Crusader of Light), and Thrasir respectively. Oath skills can only be passed down to infantry and flying units. In situations where a parent passes down a class that their child's gender prevents them from
accessing, the following changes apply:[5] Female parents Male parents Usual classes for female children Altered classes for male children Usual classes for male children Altered classes for female children Lissa Pegasus Knight, Troubadour Myrmidon, Barbarian Vaike Fighter, Barbarian Knight, Mercenary Miriel Troubadour Barbarian Gaius Fighter
Pegasus Knight Maribelle Pegasus Knight, Troubadour Cavalier, Priest Donnel Fighter, Villager Pegasus Knight, Troubadour Panne Wyvern Rider Barbarian Gregor Barbarian Troubadour Cherche Troubadour, Cleric Fighter, Priest Henry Barbarian Troubadour Olivia Pegasus Knight, Dancer* Mercenary, Barbarian Morgan's base class: When Morgan
is recruited in Paralogue 12, he/she will be in the original base class of his father/her mother. Bonus Doubler can only be passed down to infantry units. These exceptions apply: Dragon Vein: If one or both of the parents is able to use Dragon Veins, either as a royal or having used the First Blood item, that skill will be passed down to the child. Rein
skills can only be passed down to flying units. Refined weapons cannot be inherited. Special Spiral can only be passed down to infantry and armored units that are not staff users. Lunge, Knock Back, Hit and Run, Drag Back, and Dull Close cannot be passed down to 2-range units. Passive B Skill Restrictions The Weaponbreaker skills cannot be passed
down to units who have weapon triangle disadvantage against the noted weapon type. Sol, Luna, and Astra will only be inherited if the children can use swords, and are not mounted units. It follows these set of rules: Songstress can never be inherited. Colorless units cannot inherit Triangle Adept. If Morgan is the son/daughter of a child character,
he/she does not receive the extra +1.[3] Growth rates: The child's growth rates will be equal to one-third of the sum of their parents' growth rates and their own absolute growth rates.[4] Skills: Children will inherit the most recently activated skills known by each parent, regardless of whether or not the child can access the class that learns the
inherited skill (e.g. it is possible for male children to inherit skills like Demoiselle and Galeforce). The player is allowed to choose up to four skills from Hero B to be transferred to Hero A. For Lucina, this occurs at the end of Chapter 13. Passive A Skill Restrictions Any Blow skills and Stance skills (except for Steady Stance 1-3 and Warding Stance 13), along with Life and Death, Fury, and Heavy Blade cannot be passed down to a staff user. Smoke skills cannot be passed down to staff users. Null Follow-Up and Null C-Disrupt can only be passed down to infantry units. Note that, except for holy weapons, if an item is not inherited, the same exact item will be obtainable elsewhere in the second
generation, such as in the shop or dropped by enemy units. Savage Blow can be passed down to staff users (unlike Poison Strike), and will stack with Pain/Pain+. Forseti and Valkyrie will be passed down to the child that inherits major Holy Blood, even if they cannot use it. Febail and Leif will inherit their mothers' items, and their sisters, Patty and
Altena respectively, will inherit their fathers' items. Reclassing options: Children will inherit all of their parents' reclassing options, gender permitting. Players choose two heroes in their roster. Close Call can only be passed down to sword, lance, and axe users that are infantry units. Bowbreaker also cannot be inherited down to fliers. Hair color: With
the exception of a female Morgan (who inherits the hair color of her mother), children inherit the hair color of their father; e.g.: a Cordelia–Donnel couple will produce a dark-haired Severa. Cancel Affinity cannot be passed down to colored bow, colored dagger, tome, or staff users. Skills obtained from DLC can never be inherited. Disarm Trap can
only be passed down to dagger users. View source Inherit Skill is a gameplay feature in Fire Emblem Heroes. With the exception of Deirdre, who is automatically bound to Sigurd upon her recruitment, and Ethlyn, who is married to Quan prior to the game's events, the female characters must fall in love and survive to the end of Chapter 5 in order for
their children to appear in the second generation. Inheritance is a game mechanic that appears in Fire Emblem: Genealogy of the Holy War, Fire Emblem Awakening and Fire Emblem Fates. Inherited attributes are determined when the player begins the paralogue in which the child is recruited. The inheritance system similarly affects the NPC
children's stats and skills in the Future Past DLC chapters. Inherited attributes are determined when the player begins the paralogue in which the child is recruited and how far into the story the player is. Infantry Pulse, Infantry Rush, Infantry Flash, Infantry Breath, and Time's Pulse can only be passed down to infantry units. Attempting to inherit
such skill to a lower-star variant of the same character will not work. Usually, the children characters will only appear if their mothers are married, and, in Genealogy of the Holy War, survive to the end of Chapter 5, though there are exceptions. Beast weapons can only be passed down to other beast units of the same movement type. Sudden Panic
can only be passed down to infantry and flying units. Staff users cannot inherit non-staff Assists/Specials and vice-versa. Players are restricted from inheriting higher tier versions of skills until they have the required prerequisite skill tier(s) inherited or learned. Rouse skills can only be passed down to infantry and cavalry units. Passive C Skill
Restrictions Hone/Fortify/Goad/Ward (unit type) can only be passed down to that unit type. (weapon type) Experience/Valor can only be passed down to units using that weapon type. If Robin married Chrom, Lucina, Olivia, or Walhart, Morgan will instead begin in the Tactician class. Inheritance Restrictions The Inheritance restrictions are as follows:
All characters can only inherit weapons of their original weapon type. Reclassing options: Children will inherit one class from each of their parents. Conqueror and Dancer can never be inherited. Robin's child(ren) can access almost all classes, gender permitting. HP base [([(Main parent's HP − 20) × 2] + secondary parent's HP − 20) / 10] + (child's
level × child's HP growth) + 20 — Luck base ([(Main parent's luck × 2) + secondary parent's luck + (random number 1~99)] / 10) + [(child's level − 1) × child's luck growth] + 1 — Other bases [([(Main parent's stat − main parent's class base) × 2] + (secondary parent's stat − secondary parent's class base)) / 10] + ([(child's level − 1) × child's stat
growth] mod 15) + child's class base — Gold [(Main parent's gold + secondary parent's gold) / 10] + 2,000 — Awakening Like in Genealogy of the Holy War, the children are completely optional, with one exception; however, no replacement characters exist. Lull skills can only passed down to infantry and cavalry units. Galeforce can only be inherited
by sword, lance, axe, and beast units. Despite being the child of a playable character, Julia is not affected by the inheritance system; her base stats, growth rates, skills, and inventory are fixed. Ostia's Pulse, With Everyone!, Surtr's Menace, Sparkling Boost, Glare, Upheaval, Human Virtue, Chaos Named, Solitary Dream, Divine Fang, and Vision of
Arcadia cannot be inherited off of Hector (Marquess of Ostia), Tiki (Legendary Dragon), Surtr, Eir, Nailah, Duma, Roy (Blazing Lion), Yune, Tiki (Torpid Dragon), Naga, and Eliwood (Blazing Knight) respectively. Calculations Below are the calculations used in the inheritance of each stat.[2] "Main parent" below means the parent of the same sex as the
child, and "secondary parent" means the opposite-sex parent. Only Lucina can inherit Lord from Chrom. Players sacrifice units with the skills they desire to pass on to the other units. Gold: Children will inherit one-tenth of their parents' combined gold total at the end of Chapter 5, plus 2,000 gold. Breath skills can only be passed down to melee
infantry and armored units. Maximum stat modifiers: Children will inherit the sum of their parents' modifiers, +1. If Kana is the son/daughter of a child character, he/she does not receive the extra +1. Legendary Weapons and other exclusive assists/specials/passives can only be inherited by 5-star variations of the same character (Dance, however, can
be learned as early as 3 stars). Inventory: Children will inherit all items held by their same-gender parent that they can use in their starting class. The following table shows the parents and their respective children: The following attributes are affected by inheritance: Base stats: The child's base stats at recruitment are determined by how much
his/her parents have grown from their base stats. Stat Formula Notes All growth rates Main parent's growth + (secondary parent's growth / 2) + child's Holy Blood bonuses Bonuses to a parent's growths from Holy Blood are not included when calculating their child's growths. Infantry Hexblade can only be passed down to infantry tome users. Fates
Children once again appear in Fates, being functionally similar to Awakening and are completely optional. Each parent only has one child; siblings will only exist if Chrom marries someone other than the Maiden, or Robin marries someone from the below table. Dance and Sing cannot be inherited. Several Sword, Lance, Axe, Tome, Breath, Bow,
Dagger, and Staff weapons are completely unable to be inherited by characters other than the source character themselves. The exceptions are Febail and Altena, who inherit the major blood of their mother and father, respectively. Duel (movement type) skills can only be passed down to units of said weapon color and movement type. Live to Serve,
Wrathful Staff and Dazzling Staff can only be passed down to staff users. These exceptions apply: Chrom will always pass down Aether to Lucina, even if he hasn't learnt it when she joins the party. If the child's class does not match their father's default class, they inherit his default class; otherwise they inherit the father's alternate class. Sorcery
Blade can only be passed down to infantry units that do not use magic-based or beast weapons. If they are not married or are killed, their children will be replaced by substitute characters, who will inherit nothing from the first generation. If Robin marries Lucina or her sister (if Chrom married Sumia or Sully), Morgan will always inherit Aether from
her. Genealogy of the Holy War The first generation of Genealogy of the Holy War features nine playable female characters. Similarly, Breath of Life can be passed down, and will stack with Absorb+.
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